Voices from Radio Stations about Juergen Reiter's Music
„... A very well packaged CD, and the music lives up to the packaging. Up to the minute
jazz , with variey, excellent compositions -plus polished arrangements and performances.
Richard Good, Radio One 91 FM, USA
„One of the most unusual and original material I've received in recent months! International
team of great musicians led by, unpredictable Juergen Reiter shifts throuh diﬀerent song
structures with ease producing excellent sound experience. Must admit, never heard of Mr.
Reiter before, but from now on he's on my list of people I'd like to hear more and more
again...“
Vasja Ivanovski, 94.1 FM RADIO 2, Poland
„Certainly a great mixture of experimental fusion of sounds/electronics and a strong
structure of Jazz. From beginning to end, this is a journey to many unknown/known
territories...“
Paul Jove, Radio Contemporanea 103.7FM, USA
„...very interesting cd, that oﬀers a lot to discover. curious about the next release and how
the group´s sound will evolve...“
Robert Lochmann, Radio X (Frankfurt), DJ Jazzmadass
„This is a great CD !!! Full of very interesting sound scapes that challenge and also full of
very traditional straight jazz...“
Mark Robinson, GeorgeFM, USA
„Fine adventurous writing and ensemble playing...“
Mal Stanley, ABC Classic FM, USA
„...Nice trax... I like your "take' on the jazz realm...it's fresh and groovy!“
Mitchell Mendys WKNH Keene, Australia
„What a great sound you have...“
Michael Criddle Triple H-FM, Australia
„Brilliant, innovative jazz grounded in the traditional roots with a nice use of electronics
(never too much), real pleasant melodies, all the musicians are doing a good job.“
Pascal Dorban Radio ARA, Luxembourg
"...remarkable recording..."
Dick Hughes, Jazz Action Productions, Sidney, Australia
"The album is really great...Keep up the good work!"
Filipe Santos, Pais Relativo, RUA FM, Portugal
"What wonderful music! The cd is well paced and the compositions are fascinating. Great
musicians."
Steve MacLeod - Host of Jazzology on Cjsr FM, Canada
„we LOVE the new disc from Juergen Reiter and his
group ORkAaN ORkEstRA here at 100,000 watt radio station KUMD in Duluth MN,
USA...Great new release!!“
John Ziegler, 100,000Watt Radio Station, KUMD, Duluth, USA

